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Abstract
Given partial distance information in a set of n points on the real line, we want to )gure
out the positions of these points, subject to translation and re,ection. This type of problem is
motivated by DNA mapping. We show the following results: If we can ask arbitrary distance
queries for pairs of points then 2n − 3 adaptive queries will be optimal. (In contrast, all ( n2 )
queries must be asked in the nonadaptive case.) Surprisingly, if the learner knows in advance
that the n points have distinct locations, 85n nonadaptive queries, or alternatively
3
2n queries in
2 rounds will be su6cient. This might be further improved, as we only have the lower bounds
4
3n and n, respectively. The subject is related to some rigidity concept for graphs. In another
version of the problem, the graph of distance measures is already given, that means, we cannot
choose our distance queries at our own discretion. Here, we give a simple e6cient algorithm
which produces a representation of all linear layouts if the given graph is chordal.
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1. Notion and problems
In [6], the following one-dimensional point placement problem (also called probe
location problem) has been considered: Given an undirected graph with edge lengths,
place the vertices to points on the real line, such that the distances of adjacent vertices
agree to the given edge lengths (or verify that no such placement exists). We refer to
such a placement as a linear layout of the graph. A main motivation is the location
of markers on a DNA string whose positions cannot be observed directly, but whose
pairwise distances can be measured by optical methods. We refer to [4,6] for more
background information. In [6], heuristic algorithms have been given for an approximate
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version of the problem (least-sum-of squares estimates) with noisy edge lengths, but
no explicit use of graph structure has been made there. A similar problem with edge
lengths in tolerance intervals has been introduced in [4]. We mention that other related
problems concerning the complexity of realizing interval graphs with metric constraints
on the real line are studied in [5].
In the present paper we consider accurate edge lengths, and we ask, roughly speaking,
how much distance information su6ces to determine a linear layout uniquely. If the
pairs of points used for distance measure can be freely chosen, our aim is to query
as few as possible edge length (since each measure is costly). Thus we are led to the
following de)nitions and problems:
Given a graph G, a function l that assigns positive lengths to the edges of this graph
is called valid if there exists a linear layout, that is, a placement of the vertices of
G on the line such that the pairwise distances of adjacent vertices agree to the given
edge lengths. We use (G; l) to denote a graph G with edge lengths speci)ed by l.
We say that (G; l) is line rigid if it has a unique linear layout, up to translations and
re,ection. (In this paper, uniqueness will always be understood in this sense. Equiva-
lently, we may )x the position of two arbitrary adjacent vertices on the line. Then the
positions of all other vertices are also )xed.) Carefully note that the vertices of G are
assumed to be distinguishable, i.e. they have names. (In the DNA mapping application,
vertices correspond to distinguishable pieces of DNA.) Therefore, isomorphic layouts
obtained from each other by permutation of names of vertices are considered to be
diGerent!
A graph G is line rigid if (G; l) is line rigid for every valid assignment l of edge
lengths.
The problem of learning a linear pattern of points by nonadaptive distance queries
is to choose a set of edges such that knowledge of their lengths will surely su6ce to
uniquely determine the location of points on the line, up to translations and re,ection.
The attribute “nonadaptive” refers to the demand that all edges must be chosen prior
to the distance queries.
Assume that the learner knows in advance that the vertices of G will be mapped
to pairwise distinct points on the line. (This is a natural assumption e.g. in DNA
mapping.) Then, obviously, our problem is equivalent to the following: Given a number
n, construct a line rigid graph with n vertices and as few as possible edges. Moreover,
the graph should admit an e6cient way to construct this unique layout from the given
edge lengths.
In the adaptive version of the problem, it is not required to )x the graph of distance
queries in advance, i.e. new edges may be inserted one-by-one, depending on the
previously measured distances. A more general setting is learning in rounds: Prior to
each round, a set of queries (edges) must be chosen, but this choice may depend on all
information obtained so far. Thus, nonadaptive and adaptive learning is synonymous
with learning in one round and in arbitrarily many rounds, respectively. The number
of rounds in learning strategies is an important issue in applications where queries are
time consuming but can be asked simultaneously. Adaptive vs. nonadaptive learning
has been studied for a number of other learning problems; see e.g. our paper [1] and
the references therein.
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If we are not free to choose the pairs for distance measures (in other words, if
distance data are already given), we have the placement problem mentioned above:
Given (G; l) with valid l, )nd a linear layout, or even )nd all of them. It is natural to
ask whether there are reasonable large special graph classes in which this problem can
be solved e6ciently. Note that the problem is NP-hard already for chordless cycles
(via obvious reduction from subset sums, as observed in [4].)
Although the assumption of accurate distance data is idealized, these problems are
very natural and interesting from a structural viewpoint, and solutions to the exact
versions may be extended to more sloppy algorithms tolerating slight errors in the
distances. Despite the relationships to various )elds like graph embeddings, rigidity
of graphs, and algorithmic learning theory, to our best knowledge no previous work
captures our results.
2. Learning point locations by adaptive distance queries
Learning the locations of n points on the line by nonadaptive distance queries requires
all ( n2 ) possible queries, if the points are not necessarily distinct. To see this, assume
that we did not measure the distance of vertices a and b. It may happen that all
distances from a and b, respectively, to other points are 1, whereas the distances not
involving a or b are 0. Then there exist two diGerent layouts, where a and b are
mapped to the same point and to distinct points, respectively.
In the adaptive case however, it is easy to manage with at most 2n − 3 queries,
for every n¿ 2: If all distances are 0, we will recognize this fact already after n− 1
queries. Otherwise, we )nd two vertices with positive distance, and hang each further
vertex to these two, i.e. we query the distances to them. On the negative side we have:
Theorem 1. Any adaptive query strategy for learning the positions of n (not neces-
sarily distinct) points on the line needs no less than 2n− 3 queries in the worst case;
against an adaptive adversary.
Proof. First observe that a bipartite graph with more than 2 vertices can have diGerent
layouts: Just consider the case that all edge lengths are equal.
The queries asked up to any moment de)ne a graph with positive edge lengths,
where we identify the end vertices of every edge of length 0. An adaptive adversary
may observe the following strategy: He assigns length 1 to the queried edge if the so
obtained graph remains bipartite, otherwise he assigns length 0. In the latter case, the
graph remains bipartite, too. (It requires only a moment of thinking to verify this.)
Hence the graph is bipartite at any time, and all edge lengths are equal. By the above
observation, the learner must produce a graph with only 2 vertices and 1 edge.
Assuming that he has achieved this goal, we count the number of queries he asked.
First consider the family of connected components during the learning process. It is
n in the beginning, and 1 in the )nal graph. Hence the learner has queried n − 1
edges each of which joined two of the current connected components. Since joining
two bipartite graphs by an edge results in a bipartite graph, the adversary has assigned
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length 1 to all these edges. Moreover, the learner has to reduce the vertex number
from n to 2, by queries with answer 0. Since any such query only reduces the vertex
number by 1, there are n− 2 such queries. This is a total of 2n− 3.
The positive result together with Theorem 1 implies:
Corollary 2. The locations of n points on the line can be learned by 2n− 3 adaptive
distance queries; and this is optimal for every n.
Problem 3. Can a randomized adaptive strategy achieve signi6cantly less than 2n
expected queries against an oblivious adversary?
3. Learning distinct point locations nonadaptively
In the following we always assume that all distances are positive. As argued in the
introduction, this is natural in view of the intended application. In contrast to the lower
bounds of preceding section we will show that signi)cantly less than 2n queries are
su6cient even in the nonadaptive case.
(Amazingly, there is another combinatorial problem from DNA mapping where a
moderate and natural restriction on inputs yields a drastically reduced complexity, see
[3].)
Similarly as above, we obtain line rigid graphs with m = 2n − 3 edges: The graph
with 2 vertices and 1 edge is line rigid, and if we have a line rigid graph of n vertices,
we may add a further vertex and join it by 2 edges to an arbitrary pair of adjacent
vertices. This gives, obviously, a line rigid graph again. Note that all these graphs are
chordal [2], and that the linear layout for given edge lengths can be trivially produced
in linear time.
In the following, ratio m=n is called the density of a graph. To improve upon density
2, we )rst generalize the above simple construction of line rigid graphs as follows:
Lemma 4. If there exists a line rigid graph G with n vertices and m edges then
we there exists an in6nite family of line rigid graphs with asymptotic density (m−1)=
(n−2). Moreover; for of each of these graphs and any valid l; the unique linear layout
of (G; l) can be constructed in O(n) time (where the hidden constant factor depends
on G).
Proof. Let H be any line rigid graph. Then we obtain a new line rigid graph by
identifying an edge of H with an edge of G. (Just note that valid edge lengths are
also valid on each subgraph; hence this merger of H;G is line rigid.) That means; we
use m − 1 edges to append n − 2 further vertices to H . Linear-time assertion is clear
by construction.
By this lemma, it su6ces to )nd one particular line rigid graph G with a small
ratio (m−1)=(n−2) to get an in)nite family of such graphs with the same asymptotic
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density and linear-time layout computation. In the trivial density 2 construction, G was
a triangle, with n=3 and m=3. Next we look for better building blocks G. It is clear
that all vertices in a line rigid graph must have degree at least 2. On the other hand,
a cycle of n¿ 3 vertices alone is not line rigid. This suggests that G should consist
of appropriately struted cycles. In fact, our next construction uses 4-cycles. First we
prove a “parallelogram lemma”.
Lemma 5. Let G be a 4-cycle and l a valid assignment of positive edge lengths. Then
(G; l) is either line rigid or a parallelogram; i.e. opposite edges have equal lengths.
Proof. Let u; v; y; x denote the vertices; and a; b; c; d the lengths of edges uv; vy; yx; xu;
respectively. W.l.o.g. let us )x the positions of u; v on the line; such that u is left
from v. If only a; b; d are given and c is still free; there are at most 4 possible layouts;
where x is left=right from u; and y is left=right from v. We denote these layouts by
LL; LR; RL; RR. Clearly; if c has 4 diGerent values in these cases then (G; l) is line
rigid. We use the layout symbol as the subscript of c.
Assume b =d. W.l.o.g. let b¡d. We have cLR=a+b+d, and obviously, c is strictly
smaller in the other 3 layouts. Next, note that cLL=a+d−b and cRR= |a+b−d|. Since
a¿ 0 and b¡d, these values are diGerent. Finally, we have cLL = cRL (and similarly
cRR = cRL). This is clear since, if we move edge ux only, the distance of x to all other
points, except the fulcrum u, changes. This shows line rigidity in case b =d. Similarly
we can prove line rigidity if a = c.
Proposition 6. The complete bipartite graph K2;3 is line rigid.
Proof. G = K2;3 has vertices u; v and x; y; z and edges ux; uy; uz; vx; vy; vz. Note that
the 4-vertex subgraphs without one of x; y; z are 4-cycles. Consider any valid l. In
particular; the edge length are positive; hence we can apply the parallelogram lemma.
If some of these three 4-cycles is line rigid with l then; since the 5th vertex has
two neighbors therein; its position is also uniquely determined. In the other case; all
three 4-cycles are parallelograms. But then all edge lengths in (G; l) are equal; which
obviously contradicts strict validity of l.
Note that K2;3 has n=5 vertices and m=6 edges, hence (m−1)=(n−2)= 53 . Based on
Proposition 6, we can construct an even better line rigid graph, however this requires
more involved arguments.
Proposition 7. The graph G with vertices u; v; w; t; x; y; z and edges uv; ut; ux; vy; vz; wt;
wx; wy; wz; called the jewel; is line rigid.
Proof. Consider any valid assignment l of edge lengths. Note that (u; t; w; x) and
(v; y; w; z) are 4-cycles. If some of them is line rigid; say (u; t; w; x); then remove
t; x and the incident edges from G and insert edge uw instead. Since l is valid; (G; l)
has a unique linear layout. Let the distance of u and w in this layout be the length
of the new edge uw. This yields K2;3 with valid edge lengths. Since the distance of
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u and w is )xed; the positions of t and x are also uniquely determined. Since K2;3 is
line rigid by Proposition 6; the entire (G; l) has a unique layout.
It remains the case that both 4-cycles are not line rigid. By Lemma 5; they are paral-
lelograms. We use the following symbols to denote the edge lengths: l(ut) = l(wx) =
a; l(ux) = l(wt) = b; l(vy) = l(wz) = c; l(vz) = l(wy) = d; l(uv) = e. W.l.o.g. assume
a¡b; c¡d; and a+ b6 c + d.
Assume that (G; l) has two diGerent layouts L and M . Then the distance of u and
w is diGerent in both layouts, otherwise we may replace t; x and introduce an edge uw
as above, which contradicts line rigidity of K2;3. Similarly, the distance of v and w is
diGerent in both layouts. Thus we get two cases:
(I) The distances are a+ b; c + d in L, and b− a; d− c in M .
(II) The distances are a+ b; d− c in L, and b− a; c + d in M .
Note that, in every layout, e is either the sum or the diGerence of the two distances.
In (I), it must be e = (c + d) − (a + b) = (b − a) + (d − c), which implies b = c.
Furthermore, note that t and z are on the same side of w, in L and M . This means, t
and z are mapped onto the same point, contradiction.
Recall that b− a¡b+ a6 c + d. Thus, the following subcases are conceivable in
(II):
(i) e = (a+ b) + (d− c) = (b− a) + (c + d),
(ii) e = (a+ b) + (d− c) = (c + d)− (b− a),
(iii) e = (a+ b)− (d− c) = (b− a) + (c + d),
(iv) e = (d− c)− (a+ b) = (b− a) + (c + d),
(v) e = (a+ b)− (d− c) = (c + d)− (b− a),
(vi) e = (d− c)− (a+ b) = (c + d)− (b− a).
(i) implies a= c, such that x; z have the same image (in each of L;M), contradiction.
(ii) implies b = c, giving a similar contradiction. (iii) implies a = d, giving a similar
contradiction. (iv) implies b + c = 0, an obvious contradiction. (v) implies b = d,
contradiction as above. (vi) implies a+ c = 0, contradiction.
We conclude that (G; l) has a unique layout. Since this holds for any valid assign-
ment l; G is line rigid.
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Corollary 8. There exist arbitrarily large line rigid graphs of density 85 .
Proof. The jewel has n=7 vertices and m=9 edges; hence Lemma 4 gives the result.
Up to now we considered learning in one round. If we allow for two rounds, it is
very easy to achieve density 32 . The parallelogram lemma is useful again:
Proposition 9. A pattern of n distinct points on the line can be learned by 32n distance
queries in 2 rounds.
Proof. First )x the positions of 3 points by 3 queries if n is odd; or the positions of 4
points by 5 queries if n is even. This set of 3 or 4 points is called the basis. Partition
the remaining vertices in disjoint pairs xy and query the length of every edge xy. All
this can be done in one round. In the second round we simultaneously append all pairs
xy to the basis. Consider any xy. Since the basis contains at least 3 points; there must
be two of them; say u and v; whose distance diGers from the length of xy. Query ux
and vy. Due to Lemma 5; this uniquely determines the positions of x and y.
4. Lower bounds for line rigid graphs
Before we can prove lower bounds, we list some necessary properties of line rigid
graphs. As usual, let K3 denote the complete graph of 3 vertices, and K−4 the complete
graph of 4 vertices minus one edge.
Lemma 10. In any line rigid graph G; the following holds:
(1) No vertex has degree 1.
(2) No vertices of degree 2 are adjacent; unless G is K3.
(3) If two vertices x; y of degree 2 have some common neighbor u of degree 3 then
they have a second common neighbor v.
(4) Let x; y; u; v be vertices as in (3). If edge uv exists then G is K−4 . If u; v are not
adjacent and if we remove x; y; and the incident edges from G and insert edge
uv instead; the resulting graph G′ is still line rigid.
Proof. Clearly; a line rigid graph cannot have an articulation vertex (a vertex whose
removal destroys connectivity). Hence (1) is evident.
(2) Let (u; x; y; v) be a path such that x; y have no further neighbors. If u=v then this
vertex is an articulation vertex, contradiction, or G is K3. Consider the case u = v. Then,
even if the distance d of u and v is )xed, an assignment l where xy has length d and
ux; vy have equal length d′ admits two diGerent layouts, by folding back. Furthermore,
note that d′ can always be chosen such that l is valid. Hence such a con)guration
cannot exist.
(3) Let v and w denote the second neighbor of x and y, respectively, and z the third
neighbor of u. Assume v =w. If z = v then we temporarily remove x and the incident
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edges. Thus (v; u; y; w) is a path as in the proof of (2), hence G without x is not line
rigid. Since x was adjacent to v and u only, adding x again cannot make the graph
line rigid, a contradiction. Case z = w is symmetric. This shows that v; z; w are three
distinct vertices. Then again, even if the distances among v; z; w are already )xed, we
can easily choose l such that the lengths of xu and uy agree to them, vx; zu; wy have
equal lengths, l is valid, and two diGerent layouts are possible.
(4) If the edge uv is present then v cannot have further neighbors, otherwise it would
be an articulation vertex. Thus G is K−4 . Let u; v be nonadjacent. Since G is connected,
so is G′. Let l′ be any valid assignment of edge lengths in G′. Consider some linear
layout L′ of (G′; l′). We de)ne edge lengths l in G. All edges occurring also in G′
get the same lengths as they have got by l′. The lengths of ux; uy; vx; vy are chosen
in the following way: Preliminarily, map x and y onto arbitrary points on the line (in
addition to L′), and let the edge lengths just be the distances in this extended layout.
Clearly, diGerent layouts of (G′; l′) yield diGerent layouts of (G; l). In these layouts
however, x or y might be mapped onto points already occupied by vertices of G′.
But since (G′; l′) has only )nitely many diGerent layouts (due to connectivity), and
there are in)nitely many ways to )x the positions of x and y relative to L′, it is not
hard to choose them such that no images of vertices coincide in the layouts. Thus, if
(G′; l′) has diGerent layouts then also such (G; l) has diGerent layouts where all vertex
positions are distinct. This contradicts line rigidity of (G; l).
Theorem 11. The density of any line rigid graph is at least 43 ; with the only exceptions
of K3; K−4 ; K2;3; and the jewel.
Proof. Consider a line rigid graph G of density below 32 ; otherwise nothing is to prove.
Assume that G contains two vertices of degree 2 with a common neighbor of degree
3. By (3); they have a second common neighbor. Then either G is K−4 ; or we can
apply the operation from (4); which yields a line rigid graph G′ having 2 vertices and
3 edges less than G. Hence G′ has smaller density than G. By this argument; we can
successively reduce the graph while line rigidity is preserved and the density can only
decrease.
If the )nal graph is K−4 then the previous one has 6 vertices and 8 edges. If the )nal
graph is K3 then its predecessors in the sequence (in reverse order) are necessarily K2;3,
the jewel, and some graph with 9 vertices and 12 edges. Hence it su6ces to prove the
lower bound for graphs where every vertex of degree 3 has at most one neighbor of
degree 2.
The second idea of this proof is the following: We exactly divide the graph into
pieces, each consisting of one vertex and of fractions of the incident edges. We must
only make sure that the fractions of every edge uv, assigned to u and v, sum up to 1.
If the total number of fractional edges is at least 43 in every piece then the assertion
is proven.
Speci)cally, the pieces are de)ned as follows: If both end vertices of uv have degree
at least 3 then edge uv is split half-half. If one end vertex, say u, has degree 2 then
assign 23 of the edge to u and
1
3 to v.
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These rules produce in fact a partitioning of the graph: By (1), all vertices have
degree at least 2. By (2), every edge has at least one neighbor of degree larger than
2. Hence the rules cover all cases.
A vertex of degree 2 contains 43 edges in its piece. A vertex of degree 3 has at
most one neighbor of degree 2, hence it owns at least 12 +
1
2 +
1
3 =
4
3 edges. Trivially,
a vertex of degree 4 or larger owns at least 43 edges.
Problem 12. Prove nontrivial lower bounds for adaptive queries. Does there exist a
strategy with less than 32n queries? (We do not know this even if adaptive queries
are permitted.) Close the gaps between upper and lower bounds in both the non-
adaptive and adaptive case. Is the best adaptive strategy more e>cient than the best
nonadaptive one?
5. Constructing all linear layouts of a chordal graph
Finally, we deal with another version of one-dimensional point placement, outside
the framework of learning by queries: Given a graph with positive edge lengths, )nd
all linear layouts. That is, in contrast to previous sections, we can only use the given
distance data, and no further distances can be queried.
W.l.o.g., we only consider connected graphs G with n vertices and m edges. As
mentioned earlier, the problem is NP-hard for chordless cycles, hence graphs that admit
e6cient layout construction are expected to have enough chords in their cycles. In fact,
as a )rst step in this direction we present a simple e6cient algorithm for chordal graphs.
(Remember that there exist line rigid chordal graphs with density 2, for any n.)
We recall some basic facts on chordal graphs, as presented e.g. in [2]. A graph G is
chordal if it only if it has a perfect elimination ordering, that is, an ordering (v1; : : : ; vn)
of the vertices, such that every vi is simplicial in Gi. Here Gi denotes the subgraph
induced by (vi; : : : ; vn), and vi is called simplicial if its neighborhood in Gi forms a
clique. A perfect elimination ordering can be obtained in O(n+ m) time.
In (G; l) with valid l, a line rigid component is an inclusion-maximal line rigid
subgraph. Clearly, any two line rigid components S; S ′ have at most one vertex x in
common, and no edges join vertices of S − x and S ′ − x. Such a vertex x is called a
hinge. Since every edge of G belongs to exactly one line rigid component, there exist
at most m of them. We de)ne the graph R(G; l) as follows: The nodes of R(G; l) are
the line rigid components of (G; l), and two nodes of R(G; l) are joined by an edge
iG the represented components have a vertex of G in common.
The nice fact in the case of chordal graphs G is that R(G; l) can be e6ciently
computed and stored, and it can be used, in a clear sense, as a representation of all
linear layouts of (G; l).
Theorem 13. Let G be a chordal graph with valid assignment l of edge lengths.
The n:
(1) R(G; l) is a tree.
(2) We can construct and store R(G; l) in O(n+ m) time and space.
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(3) If R(G; l) has k nodes then G has 2k−1 di?erent layouts; which are all obtained
from each other by sequences of reversals of line rigid components; such that in
each step the position of a hinge remains 6xed.
Proof. Construct a perfect elimination ordering (v1; : : : ; vn) in O(n+ m) time. If G is
connected then every vertex vi−1 has at least one neighbor vj in Gi. This can be easily
seen as follows. There must be a shortest path P from vi−1 to Gi. If vi−1 itself has no
neighbor in Gi then the leftmost vertex u in P is distinct from vi−1; thus u is an inner
vertex of P. But then the neighbors of u in P are joined by an edge; contradicting
minimality of P.
It su6ces to construct R(Gi−1; l) from R(Gi; l) in O(1) time. If vi−1 has more than
one neighbor in Gi then all these neighbors belong to the same line rigid component S
of (Gi; l), as they form a clique. Moreover, S is uniquely determined. Thus we simply
put the new vertex in S. Since vi−1 has no further edges into Gi, none of the existing
line rigid components are to be merged, hence this step is correct. If vi−1 has only
one neighbor vj in Gi then we add a new node to R(Gi; l), containing vi−1 and vj.
Assertions (1)–(3) follow easily.
Note that the hinges are exactly the articulation points of G. Thus we also have:
Corollary 14. Every biconnected chordal graph is line rigid.
It would be interesting to extend this rather straightforward algorithmic result to
larger graph classes enjoying weaker chordality properties. Graphs without chordless
cycles of more than 4 vertices and with valid edge lengths are a promising candidate.
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